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JavaScript: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2001
This fourth edition of the definitive reference to  JavaScript, a scripting language that can be embedded  directly in web pages, covers the latest version of the  language, JavaScript 1.5, as supported by Netscape 6 and  Internet Explorer 6. The book also provides complete  coverage of the W3C DOM standard (Level 1 and Level 2),  while retaining...
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Applied C# in Financial Markets (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is designed to help experienced programmers into the C# language.
It covers all the relevant concepts of C# from a finance viewpoint.

In the preparation of this book a small standalone futures and options
trading application was written to cover all of the sections of C# that are
relevant to finance and the code...
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AntiPatterns: Refactoring Software, Architectures, and Projects in CrisisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"The AntiPatterns authors have clearly been there and done that when it comes to managing software development efforts. I resonated with one insight after another, having witnessed too many wayward projects myself. The experience in this book is palpable." —John Vlissides, IBM Research "This book allows managers, architects,...
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Philosophy of Religion in the 21st Century (Claremont Studies in the Philosophy of Religion)Palgrave Macmillan, 2002
"Scholars who are interested in getting up-to-date in contemporary philosophy of religion will find this book quite valuable."--Daniel A. Dombrowski, Religious Studies Review



The symposia and discussions presented here represent the proceedings of the 1999 annual philosophy of religion conference which took place at...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-536): Microsoft® .NET Framework Application Development Foundation, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2008
Exam Prep Guide Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCTS Exam 70-536 and on the job. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce what you ve learned by applying your knowledge to real-world case scenarios and labs. This official Microsoft study guide is designed to...
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x86 Instruction Set ArchitectureMindShare Press, 2010

	The Instruction Set Architecture, or ISA, is defined as that part of the processor architecture related to programming, including the native data types, instructions, registers, addressing modes, memory architecture, interrupt and exception handling, and external IO. With the exception of some small deviations and differences in...
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Real World Java EE Patterns Rethinking Best PracticesLulu.com, 2009

	This pragmatic book offers the real world knowledge you need to develop lean and maintainable Java EE 5 / 6 applications. Real World Java EE Patterns - Rethinking Best Practices guides you to efficient patterns and best practices in a structured way, with code from real world projects. This book includes coverage of: An introduction into the...
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Learning ModernizrPackt Publishing, 2012

	Modern web browsers support a whole range of new HTML5 and CSS3 features that make web development fun. But supporting old browsers can make a web developer's life difficult. With HTML5 Modernizr, you can check for features and deliver a design around them that is not only backward, but also forward compatible.


	"Learning...
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Digital @ Scale: The Playbook You Need to Transform Your CompanyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	A blueprint for reinventing the core of your business


	Value in the next phase of the digital era will go to those companies that don't just try digital but also scale it. Digital@Scale examines what it takes for companies to break through the gravitational pull of their legacy organizations and capture the...
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Software Exorcism: A Handbook for Debugging and Optimizing Legacy Code (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003

	IT HAS BEEN DOCUMENTED that the maintenance phase of the typical software project’s life cycle accounts for over 60 percent of the total cost incurred. For all the pomp and circumstance heaped upon the design phase, once the first release has been deployed, most of the resources will be spent on fixing bugs, adding new features, and...
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Spring Persistence with Hibernate (Beginning)Apress, 2010

	Persistence is an important set of techniques and technologies for accessing and transacting data, and ensuring that data is mobile regardless of specific applications and contexts. In Java development, persistence is a key factor in enterprise, e-commerce, and other transaction-oriented applications.


	Today, the Spring Framework is...
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Testable JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2013

	
		You have to test your code, so why not make the process as easy and painless as possible?
	
		Client-side JavaScript is especially difficult to test properly, as we have very little control
	
		over the environment within which our code runs. Multiple operating systems, multiple
	
		versions of operating systems, multiple...
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